E-READER FEATURES (ONLINE MODE “WEB”, OFFLINE MODE “WIN APP, IOS,ANDROID”)

SUMMARY:
This document is the “description of E-Reader Features ”
**web books features:**

1. **Book Scaling / Panning**
   a. Zoom in (+).
   b. Zoom Out (-).
   c. Full screen.
   d. Fit width / Height mode.

2. **Bookmark**
   a. Add Book mark.
   b. Navigate to Bookmarks.
   c. Delete Bookmark.

3. **Highlight**
   a. Add highlight.
   b. Navigate to Highlights.
   c. Delete Highlight.

4. **Note**
   a. Add Notes.
   b. Navigate to Notes.
   c. Edit Note.

5. **Reading Support Tools**
   a. Layout Direction (left-Right – Auto).
   b. Themes.
   c. Navigation "go to by the number of page, arrow, and table of content ".
   d. Night Mode Toggle.

6. **Support Process**
   - Synching to the server to transform the information (all process happened online for the specific user account to synch with offline App (Win -IOS- Android)).

**win app books features:**

1. **Book Scaling / Panning**
   a. Zoom in (+).
   b. Zoom Out (-).
   c. Full screen.
   d. Fit width / Height mode.

2. **Bookmark**
   a. Add Book mark.
   b. Navigate to Bookmarks.
   c. Delete Bookmark.
3. Highlight
   a. Add highlight.
   b. Navigate to Highlights.
   c. Delete Highlight.

4. Note
   a. Add Notes.
   b. Navigate to Notes.
   c. Edit Note.

5. Reading Support Tools
   a. Layout Direction (left-Right – Auto).
   b. Themes.
   c. Navigation "go to by the number of page, arrow, and table of content ".
   d. Night Mode Toggle.

6. Google search: feature that allow user to get more information for the selected text.

7. Wikipedia: feature that allow user to get more information form Wikipedia for the selected text.

8. Translate: feature that allow user to translate selected text.

9. Speak: feature that allow system to pronounce "say" selected text.
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